EduNano Final Project Meeting
Ben Gurion University, Beer Sheba, Israel
8-9/05/2017
MEETING MINUTES

8 May 2017
Participants:
(Please, see the pdf file with the participants’ list)
Guests:
Prof. Zvi HaCohen – Rector (BGU)
Mr. H.E. Lars Faaborg-Andersen - Ambassador of the European Union to the State of Israel
Prof. Raanan Rein - Vice Presidents (TAU) (video recorded)
Mrs. Dina Galero - National Erasmus+ Office
Mr. Rafi Koriat – Head of Industry - Academia Cooperation (INNI)

The dissemination meeting was videorecorded in addition to the life webcast:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6o3T12rPUVSktCkQmkBjz_ifutOwygRq

10:00 Welcome and congratulations for the project results by the BGU Rector Prof. Zvi HaCohen
10:15 Greetings from Mr. H.E. Lars Faaborg-Andersen - Ambassador of the European Union to the State of Israel
10:30 Greetings from Prof. Raanan Rein - Vice Presidents (TAU) (video recorded)
10:45 Mrs. Kathrin Theurillat from the National Erasmus+ Office mad an overview of the project activities and results within the Erasmus+ programme and expressed the high satisfaction of the national Erasmus+ Office from the project results.
11:15 Mr. Rafi Koriat – Head of Industry - Academia Cooperation (INNI)
11:00 Slavka Tzanova made a brief report on the project activities and results during the 42 months of EduNano:
- Tempus Priorities and the importance of ECTS for student exchange
- Modernization of curricula. Development of 24 instead of 18 planned courses
- Recognition of degrees and credits among Israeli and European universities
EduNano
“Education in Nanotechnologies”
Project № 543861-TEMPUS-1-2013-BG-TEMPUS-JPCR

- Very successful practice of Israeli students and training of high school teachers in the laboratories of CIME Nanotech and Polito
- Share of infrastructure, technological and human resources, applied with autonomy inside the different Institutes
- New initiative - collaborative delivery of a course in TAU, Polito and EPFL
- Continuing development of new courses: Entrepreneurship in high-tech enterprises
- Exploitation agreement signed
- Very large dissemination activities with high impact: new users (Open University of Israel, Intel-Israel and other companies wishing to collaborate in further course development).

12:00 Jack Barokas made an overview of the project LMS, dissemination efforts, EduNano Ecosystem. He presented all courses, dissemination materials in the social networks.

14:00 Course authors from partner institutions shared their experience working on the project - Prof. Danilo Demarchi (Polito), Dr. Tziona Elkayam (BGU), Dr. Sidney Cohen (Weizmann), Marceline Bonvallot and Laurent Fesquet (INPG) – about the practice of Israeli students and teachers in Grenoble, Edith Bellis (Students representative), Prof. Yuval Garini spoke about the new experiences in developing e-learning materials.

16:00 Sustainability.

- Exploitation agreement for the use of the courses after the project end was signed by all representatives of the partner universities.
- One course will be delivered next three years collaboratively by three teachers from TAU, Polito and EPFL to the students in the three countries.
- New courses are under development, e.g. the course on entrepreneurship of TAU.

9 May 2017

Project Steering Committee meeting

09:30 Slavka Tzanova presented the rules for financial reporting, which are the eligible costs, the necessary documents to be sent to her for the audit.

10:30 Discussion on the report (All).

12:00 Discussion on the final report preparation.

To Do list

- All partners should send their pilot test reports to the co-ordinator
- The report of the practice in CIME Nanotech of Israeli students and teachers from high schools should be also sent.
- To send all financial reports and scanned documents (timesheets, invoices, subcontracts, proofs of payment) to the co-ordinator by 15 May in order to provide enough time for the auditors to check the reports and the documents.